[Evaluation of polypectomy-related changes on olfactory function].
Aim of this study was to evaluate polypectomy-related changes of olfactory function in early postoperative period in comparison to the preoperative situation. Olfactory function was assessed in 25 patients of Military Medical Institute using Elsberg-Levy method. Measurements were performed preoperatively and 1 month after polypectomy. Before the polypectomy measurements revealed higher odor thresholds in 18 patients. Postoperatively, decline of odor thresholds was observed in 14 hyposmic patients. Present data indicates that olfactory function is related to nasal obstruction resulting from nasal polyposis. The study showed that polypectomy can increase olfactory function in patients with nasal polyps. Olfactometry can help to estimate nasal polyps during and after treatment even in early stage.